WELCOME to the 10th Anniversary Celebration

PROGRAM of the

Light Millennium in collaboration with the Baruch College:

“2015 & BEYOND in SCIENCE & ARTS – II”

May 7, 2010 – Time: 7:00 – 9:00PM.

Opening Music: Nedim KATGI & Cenap TÜRK; “Imagine”
Welcoming Remarks: Sultan Catto & Bircan ÜNVER,

Power Point/Light Millennium.
David WOOLLCOMBE, Song/s from the PeaceChild Musical on DVD
Kalman ANGUS-CLARK, A Monologue
Azime AYDOGMUS, Malaria is one of the Global Crises
Pilar BLANCO, “If only”
Sultan CATTO, “Mystified” and “Chasing Syllables”


Noema CHAPLIN, “Empower Women”
Lhia HERNANDEZ, “I am” (English)
Hayrettin KILIC, “Global Collective Security”

MUSIC: Nedim Katgi & Cenap Türk, “Yesterday”

Luisa PINA & Lorea HERNANDEZ, “Children and Hungerness”, bilingual in English & Spanish.
Habibeh RAHIM, “Shikwa” and “Jawab-i-Shikwa” by Allama Iqbal, bilingual in Urdu & English.
Sharon J. TURNER, “Mother Feed Me” – Video Presentation

Closing Music: Nedim KATGI & Cenap TÜRK, “Uzun Ince bir Yoldayim” & “Nihavent Longa” (instrumental)

Note: Suggested duration from 3-5 minutes to each presenters. On DVD/CD multi-media presentations, dance or music performances may exceed or may be more than one time appearances.